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Fractional Di�erential Equations with LegendrePolynomialsA. Panahi a�, A.N. Zanjani b(a) Department of Mathematics, Saveh Branch, Islamic Azad University, Saveh, Iran.(b) Department of Mathematics, Science and Research Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran.Received 30 October 2009; accepted 25 January 2010.|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||-AbstractIn this paper we propose a method for computing approximations of solution of fractionaldi�erential equations using Legendre polynomials and Adomian decomposition method.Keywords : Fractional derivative, Adomian decomposition method, Legendre polynomials.||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||{1 IntroductionDi�erential equations may involve Reimann-Liouville di�erential operators of fractionalorder r > 0, which have the formDrx0y(x) = 1�(m� r) dmdxm Z xx0 y(u)(x� u)r�m+1 du; (1.1)where m is the integer de�ned by m � 1 � r < m. In order to obtain a unique solutionfor Dry(x) = f(x; y(x)), the exact m initial value is needed. When m = 1, we study thefollowing fractional initial value problemDrx0y + y = f(x); y(x0) = y0 (1.2)And using Adomian decomposition method, we give a new method to �nd an approximatesolution of Eq. (1.2) when f(x) is expressed by Legendre polynomials. In recent years,fractional di�erential equations have found applications in many problems in Physics andengineering [4]. Also some numerical methods are used to �nd approximate analyticalsolutions, for instance Adomian decomposition method, variational iteration method, ho-motopy perturbation method and homotopy analysis method [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. In this paper�Corresponding author. Email address: Panahi53@gmail.com53



a modi�cation of Adomian decomposition method is introduced to solve fractional initialvalue problems.The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we list some basic de�nitionsof fractional derivative and integral. In Section 3, an approximate solution for fractionalinitial value problems is introduced. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.2 PreliminariesIn this work, we express f(x) in the Legendre seriesf(x) = 1Xi=0 ciPi(x)Where Pi(x) is the second kind of Legendre polynomial and can be found by the followingrecursive relationnPn(x) = (2n� 1)Pn�1(x)� (n� 1)Pn�2(x); n � 2:P0(x) = 1;P1(x) = x:and the coe�cient ci can be found byci = R 1�1 f(x)Pi(x)dxR 1�1 P 2i (x)dx :When the domain of f(x) is di�erent from [�1; 1], we must use suitable changing variables.De�nition 2.1. A function y(x); x > 0 is said to be in the space C�, � 2 R, if there exista real number p > � such that y(x) = xpy1(x), where y1(x) 2 C(0;1), and is said to bein the space Cn� if and only if y(n) 2 C�; n 2 N.De�nition 2.2. Reimann-Liouville's fractional derivative and fractional integral of order0 < r < 1 for y(x) : R ! R are de�ned asy(r) = 1�(1� r) ddx Z x0 (x� s)�ru(s)ds (2.3)and Iry(x) = 1�(r) Z x0 (x� s)r�1u(s)ds: (2.4)For instance, when r > 0 and � > �1 we havedrdtr (x�) = �(�+ 1)�(�+ 1� r)x��r (2.5)and Ir(x�) = �(�+ 1)�(�+ 1 + r)x�+r: (2.6)Lemma 2.1. Let y(x) 2 Cn�1; n 2 N, then Dry; 0 � r � n is well de�ned and Dr 2 C�1.Lemma 2.2. Let n� 1 < r � n; n 2 N and y(x) 2 Cn� ; � � �1, thenIrDry(x) = y(x)� n�1Xk=0 y(k)(0+)xkk!54
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3 Fractional initial value problemTo perform the Adomian decomposition method, the source term f(x) is usually ex-pressed in the Taylor series with k terms, for some constant k. In this paper we use theLegendre series f(x) = 1X0 ciPi(x)and the fractional di�erential equation can be modeled as Ly(x)+Ny(x)+Ry(x) = f(x),where L = Dr therefore L�1 = Ir. SinceL�1Ly = y � cxr�1then y = cxr�1 + Ir(f(x))� Ir(Ry)� Ir(Ny): (3.7)The solution y is represented as an in�nite sumy = 1Xn=0 yn (3.8)and the nonlinear term Ny will be decomposed by the in�nite series of Adomian polyno-mials Ny = 1Xn=0Anwhere the Ans are obtained by writingz(�) = 1Xn=0 �nynN(z(�)) = 1Xn=0 �nAntherefore, for any n = 0; 1; ::: An = 1n! [ dnd�nN(z(�))]�=0:Then by substituting (3.8) in (3.7) we obtain the following relations1Xi=0 yi = cxr�1 + Ir(f(x))� 1Xi=0 Ir(Ryi)� 1Xi=0 Ir(Ai)and we de�ne y0; y1; y2; � � � in a recurrent manner in which Relations (2.4) and (2.6) areapplied. y0 = cxr�1 + Irf(x)y1 = �IrRy0 � IrA0y2 = �IrRy1 � IrA155
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...When the term Irf(x), is hard to calculate, in general we can express f(x) in Taylor seriesf(x) = 1Xi=0 f (i)(x0)i! (x� x0)i:Suppose that we can �nd the coe�cient ci such thatf(x) = 1Xi=0 ciPi(x)Then the modi�ed method for the fractional di�erential equation y(r) + y = f(x) can beshown as following 1Xi=0 yi = cxr�1 + Ir( 1Xi=0 ciPi(x))� Ir( 1Xi=0 yi)theny0 = cxr�1 + c0IrP0y1 = c1IrP1 � Iry0 = c1IrP1 � cIrxr�1 � c0I2rP0y2 = c2IrP2 � Iry1 = c2IrP2 � c1I2rP1 + cI2rxr�1 + c0I3rP0...thereforey = 1Xi=0 yi= cxr�1 + c0IrP0 + c1IrP1 � cIrxr�1 � c0I2rP0 + c2IrP2 � c1I2rP1 + cI2rxr�1 + c0I3rP0 + � � �= c(1� Ir + I2r � � � � )xr�1 + c0(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � )P0 + c1(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � )P1+ c2(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � )P2 + � � �+ ck(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � )Pk + � � �As an approximate solution we can use the following truncationy = nX0 yi= c(1 � Ir + I2r �+ � � �+ (�1)nInr)xr�1+ c0(Ir � I2r + I3r �+ � � �+ (�1)nI(n+1)r)P0+ c1(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � + (�1)n�1Inr)P1+ c2(Ir � I2r + I3r � � � � + (�1)nI(n�1)r)P2 + � � �+ cn(Ir)Pnwhere f(x) ' nX0 ciPi(x):56
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4 ConclusionFractional di�erential equations have been studied using Legendre polynomials. Ado-mian decomposition method has been applied to obtain approximate solution.AcknowledgementsThe �rst author would like to thank for the �nancial support which was received fromthe Islamic Azad University Saveh Branch under the research project No. 51813871106002.References[1] S. Abbasbandy, An approximation solution of a nonlinear equation with Rie-mannLiouville's fractional derivatives by He's variational iteration method, Journalof Computational and Applied Mathematics 207 (2007) 53-58.[2] S. Abbasbandy, A new application of He's variational iteration method for quadraticRiccati di�erential equation by using Adomian polynomials, Journal of Computa-tional and Applied Mathematics 207 (2007) 59-63.[3] T. Allahviranloo, A. Panahi and H. Rouhparvar, A computational method to �nd anapproximate analytical solution for fuzzy di�erential equations, An. St. Univ. OvidiusConstanta 17 (2009) 5-14.[4] I. Hashim, O. Abdulaziz and S. Momani, Homotopy analysis method for fractionalIVPs, Communications in Nonlinear Science and Numerical Simulation 14 (2009)674-684.[5] J.H. He, Approximate analytical solution for seepage ow with fractional derivativesin porouse media, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering 167(1998) 57-68.[6] J.H. He, Variational iteration method for autonomous ordinary di�erential systems,Applied Mathematics and Computation 114 (2000) 115-123.
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